
95% of what you do won’t work … 

5% Brings Abundance! 
 

How many times have you beaten yourself up over 

mistakes you’ve made, things you’ve said, 

rejections you’ve got and failed attempts you’ve 

experienced? If you’re anything like me, that would 

be … most of the time! I’ve often thought that if I 

spoke to my friends the way I sometimes speak to 

myself I would be a very lonely person!! What 

about you? The thing I now know and believe is 

that the only way to success is through failure. If 

most of the things you are doing aren’t working, 

then keeping going … you’re right on track! 

 
The late great Colonel Sanders, in his attempts to sell his recipe for fried chicken many years 

ago, was rejected an incredible 1009 times before he heard an answer he wanted. If you had the 

same mathematics education I did, that is one out 1009 or a 0.1% success rate! So you could say 

that 99.9% of what he attempted didn’t work … I think, however, it would be fair to say that the 

0.1% that did work created incredible abundance in his life. His key to success … not judging his 

results too early. 

 

The biggest mistake I see people make is to erroneously judge their ability well before the time 

to assess has even arrived. People give up on exercise and wellness programs too soon … they 

incorrectly believe nothing is happening. People give up on writing their book because they 

prematurely analyse their ability … they mistakenly assume that they are not good enough. 

People give up on sales calls because the number of rejections they receive vastly outweigh the 

numbers of sales they make … they wrongly think their technique is the problem. 

 

A stone cutter had the task of breaking up a massive 

boulder into small pieces with his sledge hammer. He 

was a large and powerful man and with all his strength 

he swung the first blow … there was a loud crack as he 

made impact with the rock, but there was no sign of any 

change. So, he swung again with all his might … again 

there was no sign of even a crack. He hit that rock 99 

times with powerful force and, in all that time, he could 

see no evidence that he was having even the slightest 

impact on that large boulder. Many times he felt like it 

wasn’t working and that he would never break up the 

rock … he often felt like giving up, but he didn’t. On the 

100th strike, the boulder crumbled into small pieces. The 

stone cutter stood there and realised that 99% of what 

he did seemed to not work, but the one percent brought 

about an abundantly successful result. He also knew that 

even though it seemed not to be working, the 99% was 

slowly weakening the structure of the rock.  



The 95% will give you strength and resilience to enjoy the 5%! 
Colonel Sanders seemed to fail 1008 out of 1009 times but, if he were alive, he would tell you 

differently. Every rejection he received strengthened his resolve. Every ‘no’ he heard forced him 

to reflect and refine his next approach. Each time he was turned away he became more resilient, 

more determined and more committed to achieving the desired result. He never prejudged his 

results, he knew that just one positive response would change everything … and it did. 

 

I’m so proud to be working with many amazing people who are writing and publishing their own 

books. In particular, I was talking to one wonderful lady a few days ago about the book she had 

just self-published. We were discussing some PR and marketing ideas. We talked about 

approaching bookstores about potentially stocking her book and arranging book signings. We 

talked about contacting radio stations to organise interviews. We discussed calling magazines 

and newspapers to get book reviews and articles. As I was talking to her I could see and hear her 

reservation and fear about the rejection she would have to deal with.  

 

I explained to her that 95% of what she will do won’t seem to work, but that the 5% will create 

abundance in her life. I told her to expect that 19 out of 20 will probably put her off, say ‘no’ or 

not even return her call … but the one out of 20 will change her whole deal. I asked her to 

consider, whilst 19 bookshops may turn her away, who she might meet at that one bookshop 

that agrees to have her book … and where it might lead. I suggested that most of the radio 

stations she approaches will not be interested, but if she persists and finds the one that agrees 

to an interview … it may lead her to a listener that opens doors she can’t now imagine.  

 

What about newspapers and magazines?  So what if most say no! I asked her to think about the 

one magazine that prints an article which is read by many people. What would happen if just one 

reader got inspired and had global influence … where might it lead? She started to understand 

what I was talking about and I could see the look of excitement coming back on her face and the 

fear starting to disappear. 

 

You see failure is the largest part of success. Those people who have created the most success 

and abundance in their lives have experienced the most failure … just ask them. Success is so 

predictable and I’ve talked about this before … you need to understand that being rejected or 

ridiculed is not bad … it’s part of the process to live the life of your dreams. 

 

If we are saying that only one in twenty will offer the answer or result you want then … accept 

it, get over it and get on with it. If you have to hear ‘no’ nineteen times before you here ‘yes’ 

then … get excited about ‘no’! The more times you hear ‘no’ the closer you are getting to the 

‘yes’. Isn’t that exciting? Well, it’s all how you look at it! Let me give you a little more perspective 

… each and every ‘no’ you get is definitive in its outcome … right? But when you get a ‘yes’, it’s 

not just a ‘yes’ … it’s a door that opens to an abundant and exponential flood of opportunities 

and possibilities. Just like that one ‘yes’ that Colonel Sanders got! 

 

I hope you are getting my point. Now, instead of getting depressed and 

discouraged by what doesn’t seem to be working … get stronger, more 

committed and more excited about the abundance that will come when that 

tiny percentage of your effort finally provides you with the answer you have 

been working towards for so long. Stay on task, have faith, keep moving, 

enjoy the rejection and know deep in your heart that that 5% of what works 

will lead you to abundance. 
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